
The next to fall?

Our proprietary EM vulnerability score card shows that the correction may be justified for South Africa but less so for

Brazil.

What is happening in these markets and should we expect more weakness from both currencies?
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Brazil: fighting fit

Between the four markets, Brazil seems in best economic health. Whilst Argentina, Turkey and South Africa have

significant current account deficits, Brazil’s is relatively narrow. Meanwhile, it has significant foreign currency reserves

(USD370 bn) equivalent to 27 months of imports to defend its currency.

More of an issue is public debt of 76% of GDP (the second largest in EM after Egypt), which is expected to rise for a

couple of years even in the most optimistic scenarios.

The mitigating factor is that roughly 95% of public debt is owned by domestic holders, who are more captive due to a

range of factors, and therefore less volatile than debt owned by overseas investors.
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Elections take centre stage

It appears Brazil’s vulnerability is largely due to the uncertain outcome of next month's elections (the first round is on the

7th October, the second on the 28th).

Candidates span the political spectrum. At this stage the two front-runners are Fernando Haddad (official candiate of the

Workers Party backed by jailed former President Lula) and right wing Jair Bolsonaro, who was recently stabbed in the

street whilst on the campaign trail.

We believe that regardless of who wins, the public debt issue will be addressed. The depth of the reforms will depend

however on the political and personal profile of the winner.

South Africa: running out of steam?

Across the Atlantic, South Africa is arguably more vulnerable than Brazil to global developments due to its weak macro

fundamentals and volatile political environment.

The honeymoon period President Ramaphosa enjoyed after his February election is now over and the currency has

weakened again. South Africa technically entered recession in Q2 for the first time since 2009. The rand was also hit by

concerns that a change in the constitution later this month  could result in Zimbabwe-style land seizures .

On the domestic side, the fiscal deficit is significant. Announced tax increases are unlikely to curtail spiralling public

sector expenditure exacerbated by struggling state owned enterprises (SOEs).

FIGURE 2 LEFT CHART: BRAZIL'S PUBLIC DEBT DECOMPOSED BY DOMESTIC & EXTERNAL (% GDP)  /  RIGHT CHART: BRAZIL'S FISCAL BALANCE (% GDP)

Source: Pictet Asset Management, CEIC, Datastream
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On the external front, the current account deficit remains high. This reflects weaker demand and is financed by volatile

portfolio flows (stocks and bonds) prone to changes in global financing conditions and sovereign credit ratings. The

depreciation of the rand is likely to push up inflation, which is already close to its upper target range. This would limit

the central bank's scope for more accommodative monetary policy.

Final thoughts...

Both emerging markets need to be watched closely. But we believe South Africa is most likely to feel the heat in coming

months. It is more globally exposed than Brazil, and vulnerable to trade issues and wider tensions between China and the

US (its second and third trading partners respectively). We also feel uncertain political governance could increase the

strain on its already weak fiscal position.
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FIGURE 3 LEFT CHART: SOUTH AFRICA GOVERNMENT FISCAL BALANCE TO GDP RATIO / RIGHT CHART: SOUTH AFRICA GOVERNMENT DEBT TO GDP RATIO

Source: Pictet Asset Management, CEIC, Datastream



Important legal information

This marketing document is issued by Pictet Asset Management. It is neither directed to, nor intended for

distribution or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of, or domiciled or located in, any locality,

state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or

regulation. Only the latest version of the fund’s prospectus, the KIID (Key Investor Information Document),

regulations, annual and semi-annual reports may be relied upon as the basis for investment decisions. These

documents are available on assetmanagement.pictet.

This document is used for informational purposes only and does not constitute, on Pictet Asset Management

part, an offer to buy or sell solicitation or investment advice. It has been established on the basis of data,

projections, forecasts, anticipations and hypothesis which are subjective. Its analysis and conclusions are the

expression of an opinion, based on available data at a specific date. The effective evolution of the economic

variables and values of the financial markets could be significantly different from the indications

communicated in this document.
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commodity indices are quoted on a total return basis. The currency rates evolution is treated as a performance calculation based on FX rates.
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Information, opinions and estimates contained in this document reflect a judgment at the original date of

publication and are subject to change without notice.  Pictet Asset Management has not taken any steps to

ensure that the securities referred to in this document are suitable for any particular investor and this

document is not to be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment. Tax treatment

depends on the individual circumstances of each investor and may be subject to change in the future. Before

making any investment decision, investors are recommended to ascertain if this investment is suitable for them

in light of their financial knowledge and experience, investment goals and financial situation, or to obtain

specific advice from an industry professional.

The value and income of any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this document may fall as

well as rise and, as a consequence, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Risk factors are

listed in the fund’s prospectus and are not intended to be reproduced in full in this document.

Past performance is not a guarantee or a reliable indicator of future performance. Performance data does not

include the commissions and fees charged at the time of subscribing for or redeeming shares. This marketing

material is not intended to be a substitute for the fund’s full documentation or for any information which

investors should obtain from their financial intermediaries acting in relation to their investment in the fund or

funds mentioned in this document.

EU countries: the relevant entity is Pictet Asset Management (Europe) S.A., 15, avenue J. F. Kennedy, L-1855

Luxembourg

Switzerland: the relevant entity is Pictet Asset Management SA , 60 Route des Acacias – 1211 Geneva 73 

Hong Kong: this material has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission or any other

regulatory authority. The issuer of this material is Pictet Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited.

Singapore: this material is issued by Pictet Asset Management (Singapore) Pte Ltd. This material is intended

only for institutional and accredited investors and it has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of

Singapore.
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